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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Herringbone Chevron Supplier Black And White Marble Mosaic Tile

Short Description: Wanpo is a standard marble mosaic

herringbone chevron tile supplier, and this chevron tile

is made of black and white marble big particles. This

pattern is available for the backsplash wall and floor

decoration, improvement, and remodeling.

Model No.: WPM398

Pattern: Chevron

Color: White & Black

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

Today, marble for mosaics and tiles are fashionable products to homeowners, because they

are increasingly looking for ways to incorporate natural and environmentally friendly

elements into their home designs, they are cutting the use of artificial materials and adding

more durable ones. Wanpo is a standard marble mosaic herringbone chevron tile supplier,

and this chevron tile is made of black and white marble big particles. This pattern is available

for the backsplash wall and floor decoration, improvement, and remodeling. The tile adopts
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Nero Marquina and Thassos Crystal White Marble chevron shapes to make the whole

pattern.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Herringbone Chevron Supplier Black And White Marble Mosaic Tile

Model No.: WPM398

Pattern: Chevron

Color: Black & White

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM398

Color: Black & White

Marble Name: Nero Marquina Marble, Thassos White Marble

Model No.: WPM380

Color: Grey

Marble Name: White Carrara Marble, Nuvolato Classico Marble

Model No.: WPM305

Color: White & Grey

Marble Name: Wooden Black Marble, Carrara Marble

Product Application

Marble mosaic tiles have various types of patterns and they are applied to interior decorations such as

bathrooms, kitchens, and other areas. Marble mosaic stone has rich color, anti-slip, resistance,

waterproof, and extreme aesthetic function, and it is favored by more and more customers. Marble



mosaic tile backsplash in the bathroom and kitchen decoration gains a good effect in the harmonious

design.

Stone mosaic tiles are not easy to fragile and easy to maintain and clean, please clean the backsplash

wall once or twice a month. If you like our products, please send an inquiry to us and get an offer.

FAQ

Q: What is the customs code of the product?

A: Marble Mosaic Product: 68029190, Stone Mosaic Product: 680299900. We can show the custom

code you want on the Bill of Lading.

Q: Do your products support customization? Can I put my logo on the product?

A: Yes, customization is available, you can put your logo on the product and cartons.

Q: What kinds of payment methods do you accept?

A: You can make the payment to our bank account, Western Union or PayPal: 30% deposit in advance,

a 70% balance before the goods are shipped on board is better.

Q: Can you help me to book the shipping spaces by your side?

A: Yes, we can help you to book the spaces and we collect and pay the shipping company. The shipping

cost is a timely reference cost, it may change when we load the containers. Please be noted that the

shipping company controls the shipping cost rather than our company or our forwarder. Anyhow, we

encourage you to book the shipping spaces from your shipping agent.


